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the game’s campaign is completely redesigned, with new units and levels. new voice acting,
cutscenes, and in-game cinematics have been added. the new campaign features the original

soundtrack, and is fully voiced by the original actors. it includes ten missions, as well as the new
“wings of liberty” campaign. players can use the campaign editor to create custom missions, and
can create maps and units using the built-in editor. the game features the original south korean

soundtrack, which was arranged by composer, lee hyun “mad” jung. the soundtrack was re-
recorded for the remaster. the remastered features five original soundtracks, and two new

soundtracks composed by lee hyun “mad” jung. new sound effects and music have been added
to the game. the game also features customisation elements such as unit skins. you will not need
to go online to play with your friends, but if you do, you will be able to share your progress with

your friends via the in-game chat. the game will be built on the blizzard entertainment's own
starcraft ii engine, which is what made the original game so popular. it features four player
campaigns, two player custom games, an in-game map editor, and more. pre-registration is

required. it uses blizzard's battle.net to ensure compatibility with all other blizzard games. its
fully compatible with classic battle.net features, including matchmaking, private matchmaking,
and a leveling system. the company will be supporting all users of battle.net and the starcraft

series. starcraft remastered is one of blizzard's biggest titles, and it brings back the classic
formula that kept us coming back for more. features for the first version of the game include a
revamped ui, and all the original textures, models, and sounds. the sound-of-the-game is that it
runs on the same engine that made the original a classic. the title is designed to be an easy to
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pick up and play experience for old fans and players who wish to experience the game's classic
art style, personality, and top-notch presentation on a new generation of hardware. the game is
available in standard (the first one) and digital deluxe versions. standard will cost $19.99. the

digital deluxe edition costs $39. both editions include the soundtrack, and the ability to download
all of the battle.net features.
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